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Main points

1. Emergent Literacy Starts Early: The opportunity of the first 3 years 

2. Research-based practices to support language and emergent 

literacy

3. Families and educators have literacy superpowers, but need 

support to use them 

#LiteracyStartsEarly.

#LetsStartNow.



Why is supporting 

language & 

literacy for infants 

and toddlers so 

important?

The Opportunity of the First 3 Years 

#LiteracyStartsEa
rly
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If language develops naturally, why do we 

need to intentionally support it? 

Language and communication are “experience-expectant” 

Caregivers must provide input for children to develop 

optimally 

Variation in input shapes development 

Development in the first three years is the foundation of 

learning for a lifetime 

#Let’sStartNow.



What is emergent literacy for infants 

and toddlers?

Emergent literacy is everything young children learn about 

communication, language, books, and writing on their way to 

formal reading and writing. 

#LiteracyStartsEarly.



Goals for Emergent Literacy by Age 3

Children with a strong emergent literacy skills can:

● repeat rhymes or phrases from stories or songs

● handle books and relate them to the stories or 

information inside

● recognize familiar pictures and signs and some 

letters

● understand some meaning from pictures and stories

● make marks, such as scribbles or pictures, to 

represent their ideas 

#LiteracyStartsEarly.

Head Start 

Early Learning 

Outcomes 

Framework



Developmental Background of 

Emergent Literacy

16 - 36 mo

Verbal communication!

Symbolic understanding

Fine motor skills 

Goal-directed behavior 

Emotional experience 

and expression!  

8 - 18 mo

Non-verbal 

communication! 

Receptive language

Gross motor growth

Emotional expression

Birth - 9 mo

Social interaction!

First intentional non-

verbal communication 

First simple gestures

#LiteracyStartsEarly.



Research-Based Practices to Support 

Language & Emergent Literacy 

#Let’sStartNow.



Research-Based Essential Practices to Support

Early Language & Emergent Literacy

Topic Educator Practice Family Practice

Environments Create safe, secure, and 

stimulating environments

Set the stage for love and learning

Sounds 
Play with sounds and invite children 

to play with you 

Sound play every day 

Conversations 
Converse with children, responding 

to their cues and letting them 

choose the topics 

Back-and-forth conversations with 

babies and toddlers 

Gestures Enhance two-way communication 

with gestures

Baby language is body language

Books & 

Storytelling

Share books in engaging ways Fun with books and storytelling



Research-Based Essential Practices to Support

Early Language & Emergent Literacy

Topic Educator Practice Family Practice

Materials Provide materials for reading and writing that are 

always available to children

Reading and writing within 

their reach

Monitor Monitor language development, screen for early 

delays, and refer families to services as needed

It takes a village: Where 

and when to go for help  

Print Bring attention to print concepts in books and the 

environment

Print is all around

Writing Support skills across developmental domains that 

are important for writing 

Reading and writing within 

their reach 

Families Work with families to promote home language and 

literacy environments that are rich and responsive

Literacy in your family life 

and culture



We support language when we recognize 

and respond to children’s cues 

Steps for Serve & Return to 

Support Language: 

1. Share the focus

2. Support & encourage 

3. Name it 

4. Take turns, back & forth 

5. Practice endings & beginnings



Supporting Families & 

Early Child Educators



Families and Educators Have Literacy Superpowers

Families, educators, and other loved ones 

are the most important people in children’s 

lives.

Any effective supports must leverage these 

relationships for long-term impact. 
Use Your 

Superpowers



Families and Educators Have Literacy Superpowers

Families have goals and priorities for their children; 

linking interventions/ supports to those goals will 

motivate them to. 

Families and educators have literacy superpowers, 

but need help to identify what it is they do well, and 

find additional resources to meet their own goals for 

their children. 

Next Steps



Take-Aways from the Research 

1. Emergent literacy starts at birth, but children don’t have the same 

opportunities. We need to support them now to impact long-term 

outcomes. 

2. Research-based practices focus on responsive interactions > 

communication > language skills > reading & writing skills   

3. Families and educators are the most important people in children’s 

lives; they have literacy superpowers, but need help to identify and 

use them, and encouragement to build more. 



THANK YOU!

Thank you for your attention and all of your efforts 

to do what is best for children, families, and 

communities! 

Use Your 

Superpowers Next Steps
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What questions do you have about…? 

Q&A  

How we can 

promote emergent 

literacy in the first 

3 years  

What emergent 

literacy means for 

babies and 

toddlers

How we can 

support families 

and educators to 

promote emergent 

literacy

Discuss


